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Changes in POS are happening in
“a blink of an eye".

I have been in the POS business for over 45
years and the changes that have transpired in
the last ten years overshadow the previous
35. Once POS found the computer, we were
off to the races.

Software is the driving engine today and for
the foreseeable future. Tremendous headway
has been brought to the restaurant industry
by tying all aspects of guest seating, drink
ordering, food preparation, credit card
processing, inventory, accounting, and guest
experience.

Now you can order from your favorite restau-
rant via your mobile device. Processes that
worked in other industries, such as quick
services, kitchen video, and ordering have
now been incorporated into fine dining with
much time savings and food control.

Align with a POS company offering a
Total Solution.

For restaurants to remain competitive and
profitable, restaurants need to align them-
selves with a POS provider that can keep
abreast of the changes and provide goods
and services. 24-7 has just reached its 10th
year in business. Not only have we provided
those products and services, but we have
also built a fabulous 24 X 7 Help Desk.

Our Help Desk provides our clients with the
certainty of fast, reliable service at the end of
the phone...24 hours a day...365 days a year.
And today, our customers can purchase our
products and services in a SaaS (Software as
a Service) model, which allows both of us to
partner for the future. 24-7 will make an ex-
cellent partner to grow your business.

Restaurants Make Technology Gains
Restaurants have been late to the tech party, and many
are now scrambling to incorporate tablets, apps, comput-
erized kitchen equipment and data analysis capabilities.
Applebee’s is trying out online ordering and tablet pay-
ment systems, and in Asia, McDonald’s has been testing
what it calls the Happy Table, an interactive table that
“plays” with children using mobile devices.

Between mobile devices on the table, online reservations,
social media, and new payment methods, technology has
infiltrated the food and restaurant industry like never be-
fore. As more vendor options become available — including
uptime guarantees and backups in place for downtime —
many believe the cloud is the wave of the future.

Real-time, enterprise-wide access to data from any Web-
enabled device, easier PCI compliance, and less IT man-
agement: these are just a few of the benefits restaurant
operators are realizing today from making the leap to a
cloud-based POS.

Together with tableside tablets that allow customers to
order desserts and alcoholic drinks as well as pay their
bills and play games without the help of a waiter, new
technology has helped Chili’s address one of its cus-
tomers’ biggest complaints — slow service — and add
higher-margin items to its menu.

Similarly, Panera has found its investment in kitchen
technology as beneficial as the tablets and apps it offers con-
sumers. Color-coded screens deliver orders to the kitchen
staff: A red stripe over an ingredient means leave it off; green
stripe indicates an addition. Other colors signify takeout.

Technology has never been more intuitive than it is today,
and it’s only getting better. It allows patrons to find restau-
rants, rate them, and decide where they want to spend
their hard-earned money when going out to eat. It allows
restaurant owners to be more efficient and effective in the
areas that can be streamlined by hardware and software.
And in tough times, those restaurants on the right side of
the equation have a better chance of surviving.
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Deploying the Future Restaurant
Solution Today
LYFE Kitchen is confident that they have the technol-
ogy to build 250 locations in the next five years, and
QSR Magazine has already wondered whether they
will become the “Whole Foods of fast food.”

How in the world can you expect to run a chain of
restaurants serving a special salmon dish, risotto or
their signature roasted Brussels sprouts, which they
hope to make into the French fries of the 21st century?

The operators LYFE Kitchen acknowledge that it is
going to be a challenge, but nothing that technology
couldn’t solve. LYFE will rely on Cloud Computing
and digital order-taking, G.P.S. customer location
(a coaster will tell your server where you’re sit-
ting) online ordering and mobile apps. An order-
tracking system tells cooks when to start
preparing various parts of dishes and requires
their input only at the end of each order. Program-
mable, state-of-the-art combination ovens store
recipes, cook with moist or dry heat and really do
take the guesswork out of cooking. Almost all
activity is tracked in real time, which helps the
managers run things smoothly.

See what our customers
are saying:
"On-the-road, 24-7 provides us with the reports
from our POS and Accounting systems. They
provide a solution that fits our business and
franchise partners, providing us with control
and piece-of-mind."

Arianne Bennett, President and CEO
Amsterdam Falafel Shops, Washington, D.C.

"This robust cloud based solution provides us with
real-time, enterprise-wide access for data from any
web-enabled device (PCs, iPads, mobile phones)
easier PCI compliance and less IT management."

Phil Audino, CFO
Tasty Burger, Boston, MA

LYFE Kitchen River North's
Chicago and Evanston, Illinois
Co‐Founder Mike Donahue,
LYFE Kitchen CEO Mike Roberts,
President Gail Taggart and
Owner/Operator Carey Cooper


